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Abstract: Since the publication of Kenneth Howard’s 2017 article, “The Religion Singularity: A Demographic Crisis Destabilizing and Transforming Institutional Christianity,” there has been an increasing demand to understand the root causes and historical foundations for why institutional Christianity is in a state of de-institutionalization. In response to Howard’s research, a number of authors have sought to provide a contextual explanation for why the religion singularity is currently happening, including studies in epistemology, church history, psychology, anthropology, and church ministry. The purpose of this article is to offer a brief survey and response to these interactions with Howard’s research, identifying the overall implications of each researcher’s perspective for understanding the religion singularity phenomenon. It explores factors relating to denominational switching in Jeshua Branch’s research, social memory in John Lingelbach’s essay, religious politics in Kevin Seybold’s survey, scientific reductionism in Jack David Eller’s position paper, and institutional moral failure in Brian McLaren’s article.
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Introduction

Since the publication of Kenneth Howard’s 2017 article, “The Religion Singularity: A Demographic Crisis Destabilizing and Transforming Institutional Christianity,” there has been an increasing demand to understand the root causes and historical foundations for why institutional Christianity is, in a word, dying. The trend toward non-institutional and fragmentary forms of religiosity is occurring not only in the West but across the globe. What Howard’s research indicates is that the percentage increase of new Christian denominations and worship centers is actually outpacing the plateaued percentage of Christian believers around the world. The inference being that churches and denominations are fragmenting (i.e. internally dividing due to conflict or other factors) faster than they are growing. At its current rate of disintegration, institutional Christianity will have fragmented


itself into near extinction by the end of the twenty-first century, having been reduced to miniscule and, thus, financially unsustainable and culturally uninfluential congregational tribes (the “religion singularity”). In response to Howard’s global and multi-denominational datasets, a number of researchers have sought to provide a contextual explanation for the religion singularity’s emergence, including studies in epistemology, church history, psychology, anthropology, and church ministry. The purpose of this article is to offer a brief survey and response to these interactions with Howard’s article, identifying the overall implications of each researcher’s perspective for understanding the religion singularity phenomenon. It begins with a response to Jeshua Branch’s epistemological approach to the subject matter.

Denominational Switching: A Response to Jeshua Branch

In Branch’s article, “Grenz and Franke’s Post-Foundationalism and the Religion Singularity,” the author draws on the work of Stanley Grenz and John Franke (two prominent intellectuals who discuss Christianity’s paradigm shift from modernity to postmodernity) to provide an epistemological context for the church’s current destabilizing trend. Branch argues that the erosion of foundationalist principles that once sought absolute epistemological certainty has caused the emergence of post-foundationalism, which embraces diversity in theological beliefs. Dogmatic formulas and denominational allegiances no longer have the same social impact that they once did when Enlightenment attitudes permeated the church in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. For Branch, it was strong foundationalism (as an arrogant epistemology) that incited internal conflict and division, forcing churches to break off into more and more competing congregations. However, as people became less enchanted with possessing or proclaiming absolute truth, the institutional nature of Christianity (in its various forms across the different sects) became less authoritative. The result, according to Branch, is a trend toward nondenominational house churches that are less building-centric and less dependent on official ecclesial organization.

Branch’s article is an appropriate starting point for understanding the religion singularity by addressing the epistemological paradigms that may have aggravated denominational infighting, though we disagree with his presumption that institutional fragmentation may eventually subside in the future. What is most interesting is his suggestion that post-foundationalist congregations attempt to curb theological division by openly embracing religious diversity (though, not necessarily religious pluralism). Of course, those who continue to advocate or practice Enlightenment-based foundationalism would likely argue that the paradigm shift into relative certainty (or wholesale uncertainty) is itself the root cause of Christianity’s current problems. Unfortunately, it is unlikely that post-foundationalism will

ever actually arrest church fragmentation, at least not in time to halt its de-institutionalization. Regardless, Branch’s epistemological hypothesis makes sense as a dominant factor contributing to the religion singularity. Indeed, Howard devotes an entire chapter in his book, Paradoxy, to foundationalism, arguing it was Christianity’s arrogant (foundationalist) belief that humans can eliminate subjectivity and accurately comprehend absolute truth that caused the church’s current destabilization.²⁸

While we agree with Branch’s main thrust, we would argue that other elements of his essay appear to assume certain socio-historical beliefs about church ministry that are far too generalized. In his article, Branch briefly summarizes demographic data from selected surveys to demonstrate that so-called “conservative” churches have seen positive growth while so-called “liberal” (i.e. mainline) churches have declined. He suggests the two are related, which would seem to imply that Christians have been leaving mainline churches for conservative ones, though he is quick to clarify that both liberal and conservative churches are now in decline, resulting in a post-liberal and post-conservative trend in theology.²⁹ The problem is that it is difficult to extrapolate anything about this supposed liberal-conservative divide from these demographic surveys without a great deal of speculative assumptions. To begin, there is no question that in North America, from the 1960s until recently, mainline Protestant denominations have experienced at net numerical decline while conservative evangelical churches have experienced a steady net numerical increase.³⁰ However, it is not immediately apparent why this trend would be the case. According to one prominent theory, articulated here by Rodney Stark, “Americans mostly change churches in search of a deeper, more compelling faith,” implying that stricter evangelical denominations are more spiritually vigorous than the ineffective traditions of mainline liberalism.³¹ Not surprisingly, theorists have argued that conservative theologies are intricately linked to stricter (“high tension”) churches, oftentimes being the underlying cause for other growth-related factors, including a congregation’s sense of absolutism and missionary zeal. Accordingly, committed religionists tend to desire conservative theologies because, among other things, it promotes stricter adherence to the religion and provides a more satisfying, convivial, and self-assured message that abounds in feelings of epistemic security.³²

There appears to be support for this speculation. A small group of researchers in Canada found that theological conservatism, oftentimes associated with greater moral strictness, was a

---

significant element in predicting church growth, whereas theological liberalism was associated with churches in decline. Roger Finke and Rodney Stark discovered the same thing when they found that even theologically conservative churches associated with mainline denominations grew while their liberal counterparts from the same denomination weakened. In relation to Branch’s epistemological survey, one study showed that congregants were attracted to certain churches specifically because the pastors expressed certainty about the absolute truthfulness of their preaching message.

The liberal-conservative misconception

Regrettably, these types of studies often engage in a causal oversimplification when they attempt to divide denominations into “liberal-versus-conservative” congregations, reducing everything to mere theology. Yet, national polling data suggests that theology is not as important as some theorists would like to believe. For example, of the 49% of American adults who actively looked for a new church in the last few years, the majority (34%) said they did so simply because they had moved. Among evangelicals and mainline Protestants, almost half (49% and 45% respectively) said they looked for a new church for the same reason. Interestingly, 11% said they looked for a new church because they disagreed with the clergy, 7% cited other problems with their old church, and 5% claimed they had a change in their beliefs. Only 3% cited problems with their old church’s theology as the reason for looking elsewhere. Likewise, 3% said they were exploring new beliefs, 1% stated their beliefs had evolved, and 1% cited an actual change in their religion or denomination. There was no statistically significant mention of anything to do with theology, doctrines, or beliefs. In fact, of the 71% who said finding a new church was easy, only 5% said it was easy because they agreed with the church’s theology, the rest cited elements relating to convenience and a sense of community as the reason why they chose their new church. Correspondingly, of the 49% of Americans who searched for a different church, only 7% cited their disagreement with theology as the reason why it was difficult to find a new congregation. The majority of those who found it difficult again cited problems relating to convenience and a sense of community, not theology. In other words, the reasons why people leave their church or join a new one almost never have anything to do with theology or doctrine. They have to do with more practical concerns of a social nature.

There is no clearer indication that theology has little to do with church growth than the actual principles, practices, and priorities of Christians themselves. As George Barna remarked

13 It is important to note that the researchers compared churches within the same mainline Protestant denominations in the same geographical area (southern Ontario). Some of the congregations exhibited more conservative beliefs while other churches exhibited more liberal beliefs, though they were part of the same mainline denomination. See David Millard Haskell, Kevin N. Flatt, and Stephanie Burgoyne, “Theology Matters: Comparing the Traits of Growing and Declining Mainline Protestant Church Attendees and Clergy,” Review of Religious Research 58, no. 4 (2016): 515–41, http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/s13644-016-0255-4.


16 Alan Cooperman, Choosing a New Church or House of Worship: Americans Look for Good Sermons, Warm Welcome (Washington, DC: Pew Research Center, Aug. 23, 2016), 5, 11–13, 21–23, accessed April 3, 2019, https://www.pewforum.org/2016/08/23/choosing-a-new-church-or-house-of-worship/. Of the 49% who searched for a new church, 28% said it was difficult, of which 26% said it was difficult due to concerns over theology. Hence, only 7.29% of the original 49% cited anything to do with theology.
back in 2001, “Three of every five adult Christians we surveyed told us they want to have a deep commitment to the Christian faith, but they are not involved in any intentional effort to grow spiritually.” This lack of intentionality for a richer faith or greater spiritual commitment conflicts with the idea that Christians deliberately change churches for the purpose of joining a more theologically conservative denomination. Similarly, yearning for a stricter spiritual life appears inconsistent with the low number of Christians who actually take measurable steps to increase their spiritual development. At the turn of the century, only 24% of Christians participated in some form of Sunday school, 15% had a spiritual mentor, 11% attended classes designed to enhance spiritual maturity, and 30% of Christians confessed to having no plan or process in place to achieve any spiritual goals. Ultimately, less than 18% of Christians stated that growing spiritually was their biggest ambition in life. Meanwhile, Diana Butler-Bass argues against the blanket assumption that conservative churches invariably grow while liberal churches invariably decline. From qualitative research, she has demonstrated that liberal churches with a clear sense of purpose actually tend to grow. If theology or a deeper faith were truly the cause for liberal decline, surely more Christians would prioritize these very objectives in their own spiritual lives.

Moreover, the idea that evangelicalism grows because there is a mass exodus of disillusioned liberals is simply an over exaggeration of the actual data. According to Mark Chavez, the surge of liberal Protestants switching to conservative churches started to decelerate precisely when conservative churches began to grow. Barely 10% of mainline Christians born after 1970 switch to conservatism. As indicated from a 2007 poll, the majority of those raised conservative merely switch to another conservative tradition. Liberal Christians, on the other hand, were more evenly split where approximately the same number of those raised in a mainline tradition retained their liberal affiliation as those who switched to a conservative tradition. In fact, the relocation rates between liberal and conservative denominations were almost identical where 31% of evangelicals had converted from a non-conservative denomination and 30% of mainline Christians had converted from a non-liberal tradition. Currently, only 14% of those now professing to be evangelical say they were once raised liberal whereas 20% of current liberals say they were once raised conservative, indicating a potential shift in how American Christians associate with evangelicalism. The data from these national polls depict a different understanding of denominational switching than the presumed belief about conservative dominance: liberal Christians are not deconverting to evangelical churches any more than conservative Christians are converting to mainline denominations. Attempts to switch

18 Barna, Growing True Disciples, 35–42.
22 See the demographics in Smith, America’s Changing Religious Landscape 33–44.
denominations on either side are infrequent and are equally divided between those who switch traditions and those who retain the same denominational affiliation.

The point is that theology really has little to do with church growth and decline. Thus, when taking data samples from the top mainline denominations in the United States, one survey found that a congregation’s beliefs did not substantially influence their numerical growth when other growth-related factors were considered, such as being externally focused (e.g. proselyting outsiders and engaging in social action), having superior programming, and providing a climate that fosters personal self-reflection. Because these factors are equally possible in both conservative and liberal assemblies, both types of churches are just as likely to grow numerically regardless of their doctrinal stances.  

Hence, many theologically conservative churches decline as they experience the same reduction in membership and attendance rates as mainline denominations. At the same time, some liberal churches continue to thrive congregationally, which indicates that there are other factors influencing growth rates apart from a mere conservative-liberal divide.

The truth is that the decline of liberal mainline Protestantism was an historical phenomenon much like it was for liberalism’s incredible growth during the second half of the nineteenth century. Its historical demise is most likely the result of a religious reaction against progressive societal changes, coupled with the fact that conservatives have had higher birth rates and membership retention than their liberal counterparts. The point is that correlation does not equate to causation, and oversimplified explanations rarely enjoy universal application. There is simply no real evidence to suggest that conservative beliefs actually cause numerical growth or congregational vitality. The situation is simply far more complex and is, therefore, not a useful paradigm with which to understand the causal factors surrounding the religion singularity.

---


Social Memory: A Response to John Lingelbach

Next, we consider John Lingelbach’s essay, “First Century Christian Diversity: Historical Evidence of a Social Phenomenon.”⁷⁸ Here, Lingelbach compares the religious singularity to the diversity of the primitive church, focusing particularly on the years 30 to 100 CE. In this article, he conceives of the earliest form of Christian religion (the “pre-Pauline oral tradition”) as having been thoroughly Jewish. Without explicitly stating it, the historical assumption appears to be that Jesus (a Second Temple Jew) passed along teachings directly to his apostles (also Jews), which were then disseminated across Palestine in oral form. By the middle of the first century, however, this primitive Christian movement broke into two dominant and influential sects, the Pauline church and the Ebionite church (the former predating the latter).⁷⁹ Subsequently, Lingelbach argues that not only did Pauline Christianity break from the apostles’ original Jewish teachings (centered in Jerusalem) but that Ebionite Christianity broke away (in part) because of Paul’s seeming rejection of Judaism.³⁰

Howard, on the other hand, argues in *Paradoxy* that Paul viewed the original Jesus tradition as an a-religious movement, meaning it was indifferent and possibly even critical of “religion” to the point that Paul did not believe people needed to change their religion to follow Christ.³¹ Nonetheless, Lingelbach concludes that “original” Christianity, which was initially persecuted by Paul, had quickly splintered into two main factions (one Jewish, the other Gentile) by the end of the first century.³² The relationship of his article to the religion singularity is its

---


reiteration of Howard’s assertion that theological diversity has been part of Christian tradition since its earliest days.\textsuperscript{33}

Unfortunately, Lingelbach does not trace Christian diversity far back enough, hinting that the Christian church was quite homogenous (at least in fundamental beliefs, such as Christ’s divinity) prior to splintering into Pauline and Ebionite forms. As such, Lingelbach appears to take the traditionally catholic and canonical viewpoint that there existed a type of “mother-church,” led by the apostolic Twelve, whose base of operation was in Jerusalem (cf. Acts 2:41–42). From this geographic center came the apostolic faith of Christianity par excellence, though variations and elaborations eventually appeared over time. The implication is that there was an “original” or “pure” form of Christianity prior to these evolutionary and theological developments (Cf. Clement, \emph{I Clem}. 42.1–4; Tertullian, \emph{Marc}. 4.7).\textsuperscript{34}

The problem is that this historical reconstruction, however nuanced, does not account for the nature of ancient oral traditions and their dissemination through social and collective memory.

Advances in the social sciences have demonstrated, particularly in the fields of historical Jesus research, that there likely never was an “original” form of Christianity, even from the apostles themselves. This conclusion becomes especially evident when considering the itinerant and contextual nature of Jesus’ ministry and the subsequent multiplicity of interpretations about Jesus’ person and message (even while Jesus was still alive; cf. Mark 8:27–29 and par.). The Christologies that existed prior to Jesus’ crucifixion undoubtedly persisted afterwards, evidenced most pointedly by the fact that every instance of verbal communication is both unique and transitory to the specific biosphere of Jesus’ nomadic oral performances.\textsuperscript{35} As Elaine Pagels remarks, “We can see how both gnostic and orthodox forms of Christianity could emerge as variant interpretations of the teaching and significance of Christ.”\textsuperscript{36} Even Paul acknowledged multiple christological interpretations that conflicted with his own (cf. Gal 1.6–7; 2 Cor. 11:4; cf. 1 John 4:1). The point is that equiprimordiality, not singular originality, better characterizes the earliest pre-Pauline Jesus movement, meaning that oral cultures did not lend themselves to a single, “original” tradition like it would have in a print-dominant culture.\textsuperscript{37} It is unlikely that there was a fixed or stable Jesus tradition prior to the written Gospels despite the apologetic determination of people like Birger Gerhardsson or Kenneth Bailey.\textsuperscript{38}

This multiformity indicates that there existed many pre-Pauline Christianities and that neither Pauline nor Ebionite tradition popularized Christian diversity in the primitive church.

\textsuperscript{33} Howard, “The Religion Singularity,” 87, 90. See also, James M. Robinson and Helmut Koester, \emph{Trajectories through Early Christianity} (1971; repr., Eugene, OR: Wipf and Stock Publishers, 2006).

\textsuperscript{34} Lingelbach remarks, “Paul probably received an introduction to this initial version of Christianity from Peter and James three years after his conversion” (Lingelbach, “First Century Christian Diversity,” 13). He later concludes, “The initial movement of Christianity was the movement persecuted by Paul” (p. 19).
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though Lingelbach is correct to emphasize that these two movements were likely the most
influential of the earliest breakaway movements. Considering that both the oral traditions and
the variant written Gospels were meant for audial performances, variations and discrepancies in
these stories would have been considered an appropriate use of artistic license.\(^{39}\) In fact, ancient
scribal practices reveal that texts were copied \textit{from} oral performances \textit{for} oral performances,
which meant that changes to the Jesus tradition would have been expected and accepted in an
oral-dominant culture.\(^{40}\) Consequently, the nature of social memory in oral cultures actually
heightens the premise that diversity was both inherent to and prolific in the primitive first century
church long before Paul’s Gentile breakaway.\(^{41}\)

In terms of social and collective memory, the pre-Pauline and pre-textual traditions were
largely a social phenomenon where the mere act of remembering was derived from and
dependent upon pre-existing cultural structures. The implication is, once again, a reminder that \textit{all}
approaches to Christian faith, especially in the first century, are \textit{interpretations} of people’s
localized and socially-constructed memory of personal experiences.\(^{42}\) Most interesting for
historical research is the suggestion that the Jesus traditions may have undergone rapid change
immediately after Jesus’ death as his followers interpreted their collective memories according
to their post-Easter needs, which only then stabilized into a more fixed tradition later in the first
century.\(^{43}\) The point is that Lingelbach approaches church history from the standpoint of a
\textit{textual} perspective rather than from the more appropriate \textit{oral} mindset of the primitive church,
which would add even greater depth to his understanding of first-century Christian diversity.

Finally, Lingelbach concludes that the cosmopolitan sub-continent of Asia Minor may
have served as a geographic nucleus for diverse belief systems, which is both captivating and
historically plausible. Regrettably, this proposal is only briefly mentioned in Lingelbach’s article
and supported simply from the fact that different Christianities took root alongside each other in
Asia Minor. Nonetheless, the idea that this region may have strengthened diversity, as seen in
modern-day metropolises, is an exciting approach to studying the religion singularity. Further
sociological research ought to be done on whether the cosmopolitan nature of Asia Minor would

\(^{39}\) Cf. John Miles Foley, “Memory in Oral Tradition,” in \textit{Performing the Gospel: Orality, Memory, and
Mitchell and Gregory Nagy (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 2000), 99–125, 133; and Finnegan, \textit{Literacy
and Orality}, 69.

Tradition} 9, no. 2 (October 1994): 420–39; Raymond F. Person Jr., “The Ancient Israelite Scribe as
Katherine O’Brien O’Keeffe, \textit{Visible Song: Transitional Literacy in Old English Verse} (New York: Cambridge

\(^{41}\) Kirk, “Manuscript Tradition as A Tertium Quid,” 114–37.

\(^{42}\) See Maurice Halbwachs, \textit{On Collective Memory}, ed. and trans. Lewis A. Coser (Chicago, IL: University
Adequate Application,” in \textit{Cultural Memory in Biblical Exegesis}, ed. Perinne Carstens, Trine Hasselbalch, and Niels
Peter Lemehe, Perspectives on Hebrew Scriptures and Its Contexts 17 (Piscataway, NJ: Gorgias Press, 2012), 175–
99; and Alan Kirk, “Social and Cultural Memory,” in \textit{Memory, Tradition, and Text: Use of the Past in Early

David A. Leeming (Berlin, Heidelberg: Springer, 2018), \texttt{http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-642-27771-9_200227-1} and
the research in Eve, \textit{Behind the Gospels}, 66–85.
have intensified Christian diversity (or if diversity was already at a sufficiently high level before reaching Asia Minor) just like, according to Lingelbach, the internet has done today.44

Religious Politics: A Response to Kevin Seybold

Kevin Seybold’s position paper, “A Cultural Cognition Perspective on Religion Singularity: How Political Identity Influences Religious Affiliation,” challenges conventional wisdom surrounding the relationship between religion and politics. As demographic surveys consistently show, many Christians, most notably white evangelicals, unquestioningly identify with the Republican Party. In fact, one 2008 study found that white evangelicals are more likely to claim Republican politicians are not conservative enough for their liking.45 Demographics demonstrate that evangelicalism is now an ethnically regionalized culture-religion confined almost exclusively to lower income small towns in America’s Southern and Midwest areas. As a narrow subculture within white America, these evangelicals have little in common with younger generations who are typically more diverse, more tolerant of alternative lifestyles, live in urban population centers, are politically moderate or liberal, college educated, and non-married.46 What this potentially means for the study of religion and politics is that white evangelicalism might lessen in terms of being a reliable voting bloc, though their political influence remains steadfast for now.47 Until then, the Republican Party can effectively rely on the white evangelical vote by employing alarmist rhetoric on a handful of emotionally-charged issues, which intend to galvanize, polarize, and distract religious voters.48

With this in mind, it has generally been assumed that most evangelicals vote Republican because they are Christian, but Seybold’s article challenges this widely held assumption. Instead, he forces psychologists and sociologists to ask the opposite question: What if these voters identify as Republican first and, because of their political affiliation, subsequently consider themselves Christian? Utilizing cultural cognition theory, Seybold uses both psychological and sociological studies to expose the role of group identity in judgment formation. His conclusion is stimulating: the extreme polarization in American politics today

may be what is contributing to the destabilization of institutional Christianity.\textsuperscript{49} In other words, what may be turning people away from Christ or institutional religion in general is Christianity’s (particularly evangelicalism’s) unquestioning support of one party’s political agenda, even if that agenda openly conflicts with the religion’s ethical guidelines. It may even be the case that a growing antagonism toward Republicans (outside of the Midwest and South, of course) may result in an equal disdain for Christianity, as well.\textsuperscript{50} As Robert Mohler, president of Southern Baptist Theological Seminary, once said about the 2016 Presidential election, “Long term, I’m afraid people are going to remember evangelicals in this election for supporting the unsupportable and defending the absolutely indefensible.”\textsuperscript{51}

Seybold’s article also has significant implications for understanding evangelicalism’s continued support for President Donald Trump despite repeatedly violating traditional Christian ethics by him and his administration. From a cultural cognition perspective, these evangelicals appear to be Republican first and Christians second because their identity revolves around societal dominance (not Jesus Christ).\textsuperscript{52} Hence, eight out of ten Christian believers cite non-religious and non-spiritual goals, such as family happiness, financial security, and successful careers, as the single most important thing they would like to accomplish in life. Of those who listed some type of spiritual growth as a high priority (20%), half cited mundane objectives, such as maintaining faith in God or knowing they are “saved.” When asked to identify personal spiritual goals, the majority of Christians (60%) were unable to do so. Of the 40% who identified a spiritual ambition, only 20% of believers could provide a specific goal they would like to achieve, whereas the other 20% simply offered vague concepts and ideas, such as “to become a better Christian” or “to grow spiritually.” Very few of the respondents were able or willing to offer more than one spiritual goal, and less than one in five Christians were able to define “spiritual success” beyond a solitary component of personal maturation.\textsuperscript{53}

The point is that from Seybold’s article, there are good reasons to believe many so-called “evangelicals” are simply self-identified Republicans who claim the title “Christian” because that is the expectation for membership in their socio-political cohort. In reality, however, these groups appear to be only quasi-evangelical,\textsuperscript{54} constituting the disaffected portions of white society who feel they must rebel against a system and culture that is progressively eroding their former societal privilege.\textsuperscript{55} If this is indeed the case, the “whitelash” occurring in evangelicalism is likely to continue destabilizing institutional Christianity into the foreseeable future.


\textsuperscript{50} Cf. Gregory A. Boyd, \textit{The Myth of a Christian Nation: How the Quest for Political Power Is Destroying the Church} (Grand Rapids, MI: Zondervan, 2005).

\textsuperscript{51} R. Albert Mohler Jr., “Mohler, Jr. Discusses Evangelical Support for Trump” (YouTube video), October 11, 2016, 00:29–01:21, accessed April 6, 2019, \url{youtube.com/watch?v=s6hsLy0dimA&feature=youtu.be}.

\textsuperscript{52} See for example, Marvin A. McMickle, “Where Have All the Prophets Gone?,” \textit{Ashland Theological Journal} 37 (2005): 13–15.

\textsuperscript{53} Barna, \textit{Growing True Disciples}, 35–42.

\textsuperscript{54} Cf. Stephen J. Nichols, \textit{Jesus Made in America: A Cultural History from the Puritans to The Passion of the Christ} (Downers Grove, IL: InterVarsity Press, 2008), 198–221.

In Jack David Eller’s response to the religion singularity, “Is the Disintegration of Christianity a Problem—or Even a Surprise?,” he argues for methodological naturalism when tracing the current destabilization of institutional Christianity, rejecting what he perceives to be the metaphysical value judgments of Howard’s original article. In other words, Eller emphasizes the need for remaining detached from what he believes is the natural evolutionary development of all religions: birth, growth, adaptation, procreation, and death (just like any other biological organism). In the case of the religion singularity, however, death involves the institutional nature of Christianity as opposed to the religion itself, which Eller argues is likely to flourish despite Christianity’s rapid fragmentation. Using Rodney Stark’s notion of a “religious economy” (with some reservation), the breakup of churches and denominations simply means more varieties for religious consumers to choose from. As an anthropologist, Eller views the demise of Christianity as only one phase in a long history of denominational speciation, hybridization, and extinction.56

Eller’s assessment of the religion singularity implicitly differentiates between the positive sciences and metaphysics when he suggests Howard is experiencing “angst” and “distress” at Christianity’s destabilization. Of course, Eller does misread Howard’s tone when he presumes he “bemoans” the dramatic paradigm shift presently occurring in Christianity. On the contrary, Howard is quite hopeful that these changes, though they may cause the demise of Christianity’s traditional institutional structure, will ultimately help Christians recapture the essence of faith apart from institutional and dogmatic control.57 In any case, we agree with Eller that the scientific study of religion should rely on empirical data and independent evaluations without an ideological allegiance. We believe that Eller is also correct to suggest that there exist no independent criteria with which to corroborate the accuracy of metaphysical speculations, particularly in relation to the abstract realm of spirituality.58 Hence, he seeks to reorient the “religion singularity” discussion toward an evolutionary interpretation of the data. Anthropologically, the disintegration of institutional Christianity is no surprise since this has been the evolutionary development of most major religions throughout human history. As Eller succinctly describes it, “There is nothing new happening here.”59

While Eller is undoubtedly correct in his implied demarcation between science and metaphysics (and he is certainly correct that Christianity, like most other major religions, has always been diverse),60 there is still the danger of presenting an overly reductionistic explanation for the religion singularity. As Eller writes, “Religions … are not eternal stable entities but are mobile, constructed, and evolving things like any natural species.”61 It is true that the democratization of Christianity has contributed to the loss of control by religious authorities, but

57 See for example, Howard, Paradoxy, esp. 138–76.
61 Eller, “Is the Disintegration of Christianity a Problem,” 32; italics in original.
his belief that the religion singularity is simply another by-product of religious evolution is not causally sufficient to explain the phenomenon in its entirety. The difference here is that the religion singularity is unlike anything observed in any religious tradition throughout human history, particularly since there has never been anything like the global reach and influence that institutional Christianity has enjoyed for centuries.\(^6^2\) Presumably, Eller agrees with this assertion when he acknowledges, “Christianity yearned for, and temporarily appeared to achieve, centralization on a scale that no other religion has accomplished.”\(^6^3\) Hence, the singularity phenomenon is unique precisely because Christianity quickly became global and then, even more rapidly, disintegrated into smaller and smaller fragments, though Howard does not believe congregations will shrink into numerous “church[es]-of-one,” as Eller argues.\(^6^4\) Rather, Howard argues that the religion singularity is best defined as the irreversible collapse of institutional forms of Christian faith expression, thereby making typical denominational structures and worship centers unsustainable. Because of this collapse, a transformation in how Christians will “be church” and “do church” is inevitable. Thus, the religion singularity is not so much a prediction of things to come but an observation of an era coming to its inevitable end.

Basic anthropological and cultural evolution are certainly dominant factors contributing to Christianity’s destabilization, but this does not make the religion singularity universally applicable to all religions. This is especially true considering that most religions throughout history have been geographically isolated and tribally confined to certain people groups (ethnically, culturally, etc.), with or without institutional centralization.\(^6^5\) Consequently, the splintering effect found in other religions, such as Judaism and Islam, where division occurs sporadically within a parent tradition (e.g. Reformed vs. Orthodox Judaism; Sunni vs. Shi’a Islam), is not the same phenomenon being described by the religion singularity. Here, Eller falls victim to his own ambiguity when he appears to equate the religion singularity with religious diversity. The two are not the same. With the latter, each religion has had its share of divergent traditions and dogmas that create fairly minor fragmentations within the religion, but the religious paradigm itself stays intact.\(^6^6\) Yet, the religion singularity specifically describes such an extreme acceleration of religious division to the point that the entire religion begins to destabilize, ultimately risking total disintegration as a result. To make this distinction even clearer, compare the small handful of Jewish “denominations” that exist in the world today with the estimated 45,000 Christian denominations in 2014.\(^6^7\) The difference is staggering in terms of sheer numbers, which should prevent any mistaken notion that the religion singularity is also occurring in other religions.


\(^{63}\) Eller, “Is the Disintegration of Christianity a Problem,” 32.


\(^{67}\) Howard, “The Religion Singularity,” 82.
Furthermore, natural evolutionary development in culture and society may not be causally sufficient to describe the current religion singularity precisely because religious belief is not always a by-product of incremental or social adaptations.\(^{68}\) In this case, Christianity’s fragmentation is actually outpacing cultural and societal evolution. Eller’s position appears to be that given enough time, other religions (e.g. Islam) will experience the same speciation, hybridization, and fragmentation as Christianity today. The problem with this reductionistic approach is that institutional Christianity’s singularity collapse will undoubtedly impact the spread of other religions and may even initiate inter-cultural revolutions within other traditions before they have a chance to reach the same divisive acceleration as Christianity. Likewise, Christianity’s rapid global spread occurred in sync with Western colonialism and at a time when non-belief was still socially abhorrent. Non-belief (e.g. atheism, agnosticism, etc.) is becoming more socially acceptable, which will potentially affect other faiths, such as the spread of Islam in non-Muslim countries. Thus, other religions will likely never benefit from colonialism or the near-total acceptance of religion and, therefore, may never reach the same acceleratory phase as Christianity did in the twentieth century. In other words, the kind of evolution happening to institutional Christianity has probably never happened before and may, in fact, never happen again. What social scientists are witnessing is a type of biological emergence in which mere evolution is an insufficient explanation.\(^{69}\)

Ultimately, Eller’s contention that “all things evolve, and all things pass” is not causally sufficient to explain the religion singularity.\(^{70}\) Church growth and decline is simply much more complex than being the by-product of speciation, hybridization, and extinction, particularly when considering factors such as birth rates, youth retention, ministry innovation, types of external operations, institutional allegiances within society, and conflict management.\(^{71}\) Rather than simply declare that because religion is man-made it must be susceptible to evolutionary change, the religion singularity suggests that institutional Christianity is not as linear in its development as might be expected. Rather than eliminate evolutionary explanations altogether, however, the singularity phenomenon acts as a corrective to overly reductionistic viewpoints about religious growth and change.

Of course, Dr. Eller is absolutely correct that religion, like any other organism, is in a constant state of dynamic flux. Speciation, hybridization, and extinction are just as much a part of religion as they are for the animal kingdom. What is especially interesting is the notion that institutional Christianity has seen both gradual adaptation throughout church history, changing its identity incrementally over time, as well as some forms of punctuated equilibrium where sudden mutations have resulted in dramatic alterations.\(^{72}\) In every case, there is a process of

---


69 Although, this is not to affirm, as Eller rightly implies, a metaphysical or theological explanation, either, contra for example, Max Scheler, Man’s Place in Nature, trans. Hans Meyerhoff (Boston: Noonday Press, 1961).
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72 The sudden appearance and spread of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints (“Mormons”) is an example of this punctuated equilibrium in religion.
cross-pollination between religious institutions and the surrounding culture, including other religious institutions and philosophies.73

In this sense, Eller is right that nothing new is happening. Christianity was itself a fragmentation from Second Temple (apocalyptic) Judaism and has continued to fragment internally for twenty centuries. The difference, once again, is that Christianity’s current religion singularity is more akin to the plant pathogen, hammerhead viroids, than it is to Mammalia. In fact, the religion singularity more aptly correlates to a virus or bacterium, which mutates and evolves at incredible speeds; and like other viruses and bacteria, the rate of mutation is so self-destructively prolific that it has the potential to kill both the virus and the host body.74 What Eller fails to acknowledge is that this self-destructiveness is not just cultural evolution over time; it is an out of control acceleration of mutations within institutional Christianity.

Moral Failure: A Response to Brian McLaren

According to much sociological research, nonbelievers see Christians as rationalizing their own sense of superiority, which Christians feel gives them permission to behave in an unempathetic and uncompassionate way toward others. While pronouncing a moral judgment on others, Christians (for many) have developed an attitude of judgmentalism where they actually gain satisfaction in pointing out other people’s failures.75 Indeed, the vast majority of younger generations (87%) view Christians today as self-righteous and hyper-judgmental. As a result, the misanthropic appearance of Christian condemnations has caused the church to lose an entire generation of would-be believers.76 In fact, only 32% of nonChristians have a positive view of self-described born-again believers and only 22% have a positive view of white self-described evangelicals.77 These perceptions have some basis in fact since studies demonstrate that the more religious people are, the more intolerant they become of differing viewpoints.78 Sadly, one study even showed a correlation between a family’s religiosity and the lack of altruistic, prosocial behavior in children. The more religious the household, the less empathetic

77 Sider, The Scandal of the Evangelical Conscience, 28.
and sensitive children were to issues of social injustice. Children in nonreligious households, on the other hand, showed higher degrees of altruism and empathy for the plight of others.\textsuperscript{79} Oftentimes, this judgmentalism and social apathy is justified under the pretense of wanting to call attention to the dangers of sin. In reality, however, Christian claims of benevolence (“hating the sin but loving the sinner”) merely mask the fault-finder’s own hypocrisy.\textsuperscript{80} McLaren notes as much elsewhere, “[Evangelical] activists may use the word ‘love’ to justify their behavior, but those who disagree with them are seldom treated with love.”\textsuperscript{81}

Significantly, the Buddhist principal of interdependence directly relates to a non-judgmental disposition whereby Buddhist ethics emphasize acceptance and compassion without overt moral condemnation of individuals, which leads directly to Brian McLaren’s article, “Conditions for the Great Religion Singularity.”\textsuperscript{82} Here, McLaren employs the Buddhist “law of interdependent origination” to discuss ten factors that have led to institutional Christianity’s religion singularity, including a history of unacknowledged atrocities, scandals, white supremacy, and an overall moral failure in the religion’s leaders.\textsuperscript{83} These factors in large part reveal that it would be hypocritical for present-day Christians to be judgmental toward others. According to Ron Sider’s research, “Born-again Christians divorce at about the same rate as everyone else. Self-centered materialism is seducing evangelicals and rapidly destroying our earlier, slightly more generous giving. Only 6 percent of born-again Christians tithe. Born-again Christians justify and engage in sexual promiscuity (both premarital sex and adultery) at astonishing rates. Racism and perhaps physical abuse of wives seem to be worse in evangelical circles than elsewhere. This is scandalous behavior for people who claim to be born-again by the Holy Spirit.”\textsuperscript{84} Moreover, a significant number of conservative white evangelicals believe African Americans are naturally lazy and unintelligent. A significant percentage of white evangelicals also oppose laws that protect minorities and are more likely to object to having neighbors of a different race than the general population.\textsuperscript{85} As McLaren writes, the moral failure of Christians and Christians leaders “has made claims of one religion’s spiritual supremacy over others literally incredible and ethically reprehensible.”\textsuperscript{86} When taken together, McLaren is right

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{80} Cf. David A. Spieler, “Hypocrisy: An Exploration of a ‘Third Type,’” \textit{Andrews University Seminary Studies} 13, no. 2 (1975): 273–79.
\item \textsuperscript{83} Brian D. McLaren, “Conditions for the Great Religion Singularity,” \textit{Socio-Historical Examination of Religion and Ministry} 1, no. 1 (Spring 2019): 40–49, \url{https://doi.org/10.33929/sherm.2019.vol1.no1.05}.
\item \textsuperscript{84} Sider, \textit{The Scandal of the Evangelical Conscience}, 27–28.
\item \textsuperscript{86} McLaren, “Conditions for the Great Religion Singularity,” 41.
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to hypothesize it is the church’s reluctance to change and reluctance to address its own moral failures that has led (in part) to the destabilization of institutional Christianity.

With regards to the other conditions that McLaren identifies, they are exceptionally accurate and well-articulated. However, we would argue for more nuance in his observation about “authoritarian centralization.” Rather than see the consolidation of ecclesial power as a cause for the religion singularity, it might be more accurate to view the singularity phenomenon as the inevitable reaction to this consolidation. The more ecclesial authorities attempt to maintain control, the more institutional Christianity fragments. Likewise, McLaren’s “military imperialism,” where emperors once used violence to convert the Roman Empire, is reminiscent of earlier patristic writers who continually aligned their faith with the thought processes of the Empire, further solidifying the link between religion and culture. Both conditions contributed to, if not outright exasperated, the change-averse nature of current institutional paradigms, which has become the defining characteristic of the religion singularity.

Conclusion

Overall, the reception and interaction with Ken Howard’s article, “The Religion Singularity,” has been both positive and informative. From Branch’s essay, readers learn of the epistemic foundations that may have contributed to the rapid fragmentation of institutional Christianity. From Lingelbach, readers discover the diversity present in the primitive church, indicating that diversity and fragmentation have been a part of Christianity’s history since the beginning. Seybold’s article reveals an apparent direct correlation between the polarization of American politics and the disintegration of the church. Eller’s article explains the importance of recognizing the natural evolutionary processes of speciation, hybridization, and extinction inherent to all religious belief systems. Finally, with McLaren’s article, readers come to understand how institutional Christianity’s failure to live up to its own ethical norms undermines its long-term viability. In each essay, the author presents a different perspective for how or why the religion singularity is a present reality in the church today.

As it relates to the religion singularity phenomenon directly, the actual factors that cause a particular church or whole denomination to grow (or decline) are, in reality, a complex system of interrelated congregational personalities and characteristics, such as the ability to retain a strong youth membership, innovative and joyful services, a robust focus on evangelism and charity, support for interreligious dialogue, and the belief that God is active in the life of the congregation.87 In fact, one study reveals that conservative denominations tend to have higher birth rates where female congregants produced more children at younger ages, thereby accounting for much of evangelical membership in decades past. The same study shows that other factors play a role, such as the fact that conservative conversions to mainline groups have diminished while apostasy rates have increased among liberals.88

Ultimately, congregations that grow numerically display stronger institutional allegiances, promote a clearer sense of purpose, and emphasize mutual responsibility of evangelistic efforts among their members. They tend to avoid or at least quickly resolve, internal conflict among its members, and have an overall fervent determination to flourish as a church. Likewise, older congregations fail to assimilate new members into their established systems, making younger churches more likely to grow than their older equivalents. Nonetheless, a congregation’s eventual growth depends significantly, if not almost entirely, on the socio-economic demographics of its surrounding environment, as well as its outward focus toward the community. In other words, the most predominant factor for predicting church growth is socioeconomic advantages and outreach. With access to higher education, reproductive choices and family planning, career opportunities, cost of living increases, and lifestyle choices comes the inevitable drop in birth rates among developed nations. Liberal denominations suffered the biggest drop in birth rates largely due to their members’ educational and social achievements. At the same time, conservative churches have more effectively indoctrinated their children to maintain their religious tradition even into adulthood, as well as “training” their congregants to proselytize more than their liberal counterparts. The point is that numerous socio-political and economic changes in Western culture (and eventually the entire world) have contributed to the growth and decline of individual congregations over the last century, whereas before they were more stable. When compounded over just a few generations, these factors soon intensified to proliferate the rapid increase in both denominations and worship centers. The inevitable result is the “religion singularity.” What now remains to be seen is whether and how institutional Christianity will adapt to this change and in what form (if any) it will survive.
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